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Hoopster
R eady to
Handle
H utchins
Anyone who watched Michigan
win the NIT championship this
season saw Dan Pelekoudas cap off
his basketball career by dishing off
an average of jive ass1sts per game
throughout the tournamem. They
also couldn't ha~·e missed hearing
about hi.\ academic prowess and
plans ro auend law school; the announcers mentioned it a.s frequently
as the fact that his uncle is a
National League umpire. After
recovering from the heud.1 rush of
winning the NIT 111 1\/ew York, the
senior from Downer.\ Gro1•e, Ill.
talked with RG managinf.f editor
Bruce Vielm etti ahout grades,
shooting and fret· flllll'

•
RG: When th t' pr('ss f1rst mentioned
your GPA, it was around :1.6, and by the
NIT, the Times had it as :1.!1. Just what
exactly is it anyway'!
- DP: It's between 3.8 and 3.9. right

between there.
RG : Ho\\ hard \\as it to maintain
your grades a t such a
yea rs of baskrtball'!

ll'\'('J

during four

DP : My freshman yt>ar was hardest
because of the psychological adjustment of being away from home. As far
as study time goes, all through high
school I played three sports, and so I
was used to just having evenings to
study It seems hke I do better when
there's less time to study, and more
pressure.
RG : Thrn) ou s hould lo\'e law ~>chool.
\\'herr el !>r did you apply?

DP : Just Stanford and here, because
I knew that with my test scores I've
have good chances I gave North-

western a little thought for a whJle too
RG : So \\here han• ~ou drcided to attend?

DP Here l decided there's a lot of
advantages to being in an area I know,
where I knO\\ a lot people, both from
basketball and classes, and have a lot of
friends. Also I'll probably stay connected wrth the basketball program as a
graduate assrstant
';('r IIOOPSTF:H, Page 4

Last Paper
We can hardly believe it, but this is the
last HG of the school year. lley, we'd
Jove to keep coming out, but the Daily
slops printing at the end of the week,
and as the Daily goes, so goes the RG.
See you next fall.

What is this man thi nking about? al starving children, b ) sola r la w. c) Estep's fin a l, d l getting c lass notes e)a
bo, f) $36,000 starting sala r y, gl beauli£ul bodies, h ) pumping iron, i l himself.
Photo b) Dean 8 , ..u

Participants Call C.L.S .
Seminar A Success
By Judith Stern

Complaints about Jaw school are
numerous and varied . Students
criticize the emphasis on corporate
firms in Room 200, the prevalence of
white male professors, the sensations of
alienation, competition and tension law
school generates, and the injustices
students perceive to be fostered by the
legal system that they will soon become
part of.
This semester a group of students and
professors both investigated and tried
to do something about these problems,
in a seminar on Critical Legal Theory.
The Critical Legal Studies movement
tries to lay bare the hidden assumptions
of a ll aspects of the law, shows how they
promote inequality, and suggests
radical solutions. It emphasizes the
larger social and economic effects of
the Jaw, starting with the effects of law
school on students.
During interview season last
semester, Ellie Tonkin and Donna
Kiefer, returning from flybacks on the
same plane, found that they had both
had encounters with students who were
enthusiastic about their C.L.S. study
groups at Harvard and Northeastern
law schools. They decided mid-flight to
try to organize a c lass here at
Michigan.
Dean Eklund told them all they had to
do was find a professor who would be
willing to sponsor the class. Professors
Peter Westen and Jim Krier agreed to

act as official sponsors . The seminar
was set as a two credit, mandatory
pass/ fail class, with students spread
among the faculty , and several other
professors attended one or more class
sessions. Prof. Hyde, who gave a
separate lecture series on C.L.S., was a
frequent participant.
Though Tonkin and Kiefer did not
open the seminar for general selection,
and final enrollment was officially
closed at 20, friends told friends , and a
total of about 30 people showed up for
the first meeting. P articipants eventually discussed topics like the law
school and its effects on students, the
philosophical foundations of C.L.S., sex
discrimination and feminism , and labor
Jaw.
Tonkin wanted to organize the class
partly because she was depressed
about "the usual boring classes." She
also wanted to talk about what would

one day be her career. " People lose
perspective on what they're doing.
People who do work for lots of different
reasons, for get about what those
reasons are."
Kiefer was intr igued by C.L.S .
because she felt ther e was "no
discussion of values even though
they're inherent in what we talked
about" in class.
Kiefer hoped for "a real exchange
between students and professors." In
addition, she saw the seminar as the
"anti-thesis of the typical law school
class with one professor and 100 or 200
students. That kind of class leaves
students feeling alienated and that their
role isn't at a ll crucial." The C.L.S.
class, she felt , would "give students a
sense of responsibility" and would
" bring out different viewpoints and
feelings."
'ce PARTICIPANT . P age 4

Hiring Soon
PARTY !
Ummm ... we
mean
RECRU ITING MEETI G ! Well,
maybe it's a little of both. Anyhow, if
you are interested in having anything to
do with the RG next year , come on up to
the RG office (408 Hutchins) on Thursday night, around 9 p.m . We'll have
beer , and people to talk to, in that order
of importance.
We need just about t>vt>r ything -

writers,
ads
people,
artists,
photographers, people who can layout,
and paste-up, you name it, we'll take it.
Also, it doesn' t matter if you have absolutely no experience - we train. So if
you're interested at aU, come on up.
Bring your roommates, too. If you want
to work on the paper, but ca n't make it
on Thursday, leave us a note. But you'll
miss a good time.
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Piling On
We know it's baseball season, but somehow
it seems like a few professors around here
ought to be getting penalized for piling on.
It's that time of the semester again. You
want to start outlining, you've got a couple of
paper s to do, you start having ma ke-up
classes, and whoosh , a ll four of you r
professors decide that it is essential to sta rt
assigning 100 pages a day.
Dear professors, please don 't do it. We
know you think this material is absolutely
crucial, but we just can't absorb it all that
fast. If we get around to reading it. which we
should note is somewhat Oike incredibly )
unlikely, we a ren't going to read it very
thoroughly. And what good does that do
a nyone? You get frustrated because the level
of preparation is so poor , a nd we get
frustrated because we can't keep up .
It wouldn 't be so bad if just one class got intense, but face it, you all do thi~. Keep in mind
that it isn't just you doubling the workload for
your class ; it's everyone doubling everyone's
workload. (Just think, first years, instead of
reading millions of pages every week, now
have to read billions! )
Aside from making us miserable, you have
to figure that we aren 't really covering that
material, and we're just not going to learn it
well.
We don 't need to be exposed to every s ingle
idea in any given area of law. Give us the
basics (presumably you started out the
semester with those, right?) and a fee l for the
way things work, and we'll figure out the rest
on our own. Hey, if we weren 't re latively
smart, would we be here? Maybe that 's not a
good question , but you get the point.
The other thing is this:
Don ' t start
assigning lots of extra work, and then complain about dropping attendance. You know
people don 't feel like they can come to class if
they aren ' t prepared. And then everyone
loses.
We're not lazy. And we don 't think you're
sadistic. But with our regular course-load,
make-up classes, take-home exams , papers,
and a n incredibly long winter, we j ust ca n' t
deal with much more.
Make a law student happy. Don't assign
that extra case.

Smith Responds to Racist
To the Editor :
This letter is addressed to the racist who referred
to me as a "nigger " on the L.S.S.S. election ballot.
You were probably wondering if anybody noticed
your remarks : several people did notice. You were
probably wonder ing how much il hurt: it hurt me a
lot. If you had made the comment to my face , it
would have probably resulted in physical violen·
ce-that's an unusual thing for me, a person who
deplores violence, to say. And you are probably
wondering why I'm writing this letter ; why I don 't
just " forget" the incident.
Well, I don 't just " forget " this incident because
I've tried to forget these types of incidents far too
many times in the recent past. Each time I try to
"forget" an incident like this I only succeed in
demeaning myseU. I've ignored the comments on
the stree t, on the bathroom walls, in the Law School,
and wherever else they occur because it's been
pounded into my head that the people who make

Poster Apology
To the Editor:
As the person primarily responsible for the
" Public Defender" campaign poster, I would like to
publicly a pologize to Walid Labadi and others for
the insensitive portrayal of a PLO·typc terrorist in
my campaign poster. I sincerely regret my lack of
foresight in making the poster-1 did not realize at
the time that people would interpret the poster as
being a racist manifestation of Arab-Americans.
Although the p<ister was not intended at all to be a
stereotype of Arabs (i.e., the " public defender" title
of the leaflet>, unforeseen results can often be as
harmful as intentional ones, and I apologize.
Many persons strongl y counseled against my
issuing a public apology, yet these persons wer<: by
and large the same persons who encouraged the use
of the theme and found it funny . Their own lack of
regar(i for the feeling of people like Wally Labadi
only strengthens t he argu m ent th at most
Americans lack compassion for Arab-Amer icans. I
grew up, went to school, and worked with Arab·
Americans, and contrary to Wally's allegations, I
do not consider them to be wife beaters, child
molesters, or barbarians, but rather, hard working,
compassionate and sensitive people like the rest of
us.
While many people found the idea funny, I am
now ashamed a nd embarrassed by my insensitivity
towards the members of an ethnic group that is of·
ten ignored in the American political equation. I
certainly hope that Wally and others will not think
that I harbor ill feelings towards Arab-Americans,
and will accept my sincere apologies.
Da n Bessrr. IL

comments like "no more niggers" don 't deserve to
have my energies directed at them.
While this is true. the res ult of my ignoring people
like you has been to make me feel impotent, and
that's much more detrimental to me than the ex pen·
diture of a ny amount of energy expressing m y
disgust at people like you could ever be. I know that
there isn't much that I can do to you because you
are a coward who only expresses his or her racist
views in such a way that you can't be held accoun·
table for them, but I will do what I can.
I am black, and not a nigger. and I am proud of
being black. While people like you can hurt me in
the short run , in fh e long run you serve as a source
of streng th. I know that you make statements like
" no more niggers" because I am capable and com·
petent and have gained the respect of a lot of people,
and that scares you. WeiJ , I will continue to be
capable and competent and proud of being black ,
and you will probably continue to be intimidated,
and continue to deal with your fears about your own
abilities by attempting to demean others .
Remember, as you pass me and other blacks in
the ha ll, see us teaching you r classes, and see us
displaying our competence and leadership in the
legal community, that we are here to slay. Not only
are we here to stay, but we will continue to increase
our numbers and our power, we will continue to be
proud of who we arc and what we do, and we will
continue to draw our strength, in part. from people
like you.
Russell Smith

Rus.se/1 Smi1h wasjus·t elecled vice presidenl of
the Student Senate.

Moot Court
To the Editor:
Perhaps Chuck Greenberg, Joe Gunderson, Steve
Erb, Mike Rizzo, Juli Wilson, Darrell Graham and
Jon Frank should be embarrassed for making it to
the fi nals of the Campbell Competition.
Perhaps Frank , Greenberg, Rizzo and Wilson
should apologize to the student body for tackling an
extremely difficult Moot Court topic and arguing
admirably before a tough and feisty panel of
distinguished federal judges and faculty.
Perhaps Jon Frank should apologize for , as the
Res Geslar put it. " rambling about tender offers for
the umpteenth time."
Or perhaps someone should write a letter to the
RG saying. "nice job people, most of us thought you
did great! "
Ron YoUes. 2L
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Christianity Deserves a Second Look
By Tom Sloan

Recent statistics and polls indicate that approximately fifty-nine percent of all Americans
consider themselves to be adherents of the Judl'o
Christian faith . (Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1982-1983 edi!ion). Most law
students come from families which make up this
healthy percentage In observing religious trends
among law students. however. "disillusionment "
seems to bes! describe the widespread feeling .
I. Disillusionment
Raised by parents of the Judeo-Christian faith,
many law students have turned away from church
and synagogue attendance and involvement In
dividual attitudes vary from hostility toward
organized religiOn to passive tolerance- feeling
that religion tS a positive socialmflucnce, but it just
isn't for them.
How ha\'e these changes in attitude toward
r eligion come a bout? Why do we sec :mch
widespread disillusionment with religion now after
many centuries of more willing acceptance? Three
major causes of this disillusionment seem apparent.
First, law students are disillusioned with the rigid
ties of religion to the past. Traditional practices are
blindly and often meaninglessly followed and no one
seems to know why These practices are accepted
during youth. but as questioning minds develop,
these traditions become more difficult to tolerate.
Suggestions for reform are usually met with critical
defensiveness leaving only two options acceptance
or withdrawal.
Secondly and closely related is the anti-intellectual climate of many religious institutions.
Pressures for unquestioning acceptance of church
doctrine are only alleviated in part by limited
discussion with only one possible answer, "the
Truth." Persistent questioning is called a "lack of
faith " a nd continued inquiry is not encouraged and
sometimes even discouraged. Here again religious
training clashes with the more open intellectual
c lima te of the university and law school classroom
leading law students to withdraw from such an intellectual inconsistency.
Finally, hypocrisy within religious institutions
causes many law students to become disillusioned
with the Judeo-Christian faith. High expectations
and ideals of Judeo-Christian morality are shat-

SFFThanks
To the Editor:
The 1984 Student Funded Fellowship Board would
like to thank the entire Law School community for
its enthusiastic support in this year 's campaign.
Due to the generostty of students, faculty, alumni,
law firms and friends, the 1984 Student Funded
F ellowship campaign raised close to $27,000. This
represents nearly a 100% increase over the 1983 campaign.
We are proud to announce that the 1984 Student
Funded Fellowshtps ha,·e been awarded and,
through them, 28 ~Itchigan Law students will be
working for public interest law organizations this
coming summer. The range of organizations and
types of work that these students will be engaged in
is broad and reflects the ,·aried opportunities that
exist in public interest law. Proud as we are of the
achievements of Student Funded Fellowship this
year, the fact that we were unable to provide funding to all the students who applied for Fellowships
is an indication that we still have work to do in 1985.
The Board extends its congratulations and appreciation to all the students who applied for
Fellowships this year The work that they will do
thts summer represents " significant and
meaningful step towards a more equitable
distribution of legal services in this country. Once
again, we would like to express our sincere appr eciation to everyone who contributed time,
money and effort to make the 1984 Student Funded
Fellowship campaign a success .
Th e I !JI! I Student Fundrd f'<'llowship Board

tered by a financial scandal or sexual a ffair involving a respected member of the faith. Or the accumulation of minor incidents leads one to conclude
that morality is equally, if not mon: fully, attainable
outsidc of religious institutions.
II. Anomalies
Side by side with the pervasive disillusionment of
law students with religion, stands the worldwide
phenomenon or growing numbers of converts to the
Christtan faith These people will be referred to as
"anomalies," since in contrast with local
disillusionment, their new found adherence to the
Christian faith is anomalous.
It has been estimated that the current growth rate
of the Christian Church is 78,000 people per day
worldwide, including both btological and
evangelistic growth. In Asia and Africa alone, approximately one thousand new churches (\restarted
every week. One case study is Africa, which in 1900
had an estimated ten million Christians, roughly
nine percent of the population of the continent.
Today, roughly two hundred million of the four hundred million Africans are Christians, or approximately fifty percent of the population.
An example of Christian Church growth under
less favorable circumstances can be found in China.
In 1949, when the Bamboo Curtain closed, there
were approximately one million Chr istians in
mainland China. The closing of the Bamboo Curtain
brought with it the expelling of missionaries, the
closing of Bible Schools, the jailing of Christian
leaders and the confiscation and banning of all
Christian literature. In the 1970's as Chinese communications with the western world were gradually
resumed, estimates of the number of Chinese
Christians were sought. Early figures were steadily
raised until today, it is estimated that between thirty and fifty million Christians make up the underground Church in China .
Ill. Resolution-The Real Thing
A fundamental inconsistency exists between the
disillusionment of law students and the growing
numbers of "anomalies" worldwide. Are these two
phenomena reconcilable? Some would say that
educational, cuJtural and societal variances explain
our different attitudes toward Christianity. But
these a rguments tend to disparage and naively underes timate the anomalous Christians. Can we
r ea lly believe that such large numbers of people
could be duped into conform ing their life

philosophies and lifestyles to the teachings of a man
who lived almost two thousand years ago, while the
same teachings would be judged obviously false and
purely mythological by our educated minds? Not
only do these explanations underestima te the
"anomal ies" worldwide, but they fail to explain the
"anomalies" among us (even at the UMLS>, who
have not become disillusioned in their faith.
A better explanation and resolution of this apparent inconsistency is what I call the "real thing"
theory. This theory states that the two groups being
compared, University of Michigan law students and
anomalous Christians, have experienced something
different with regard to Christianity. Based on their
individual experiences, the disillusiOnment of the
law students is perfectly justified, as is the religious
enthusiasm of the "anomalies." This implies that
most law students have experienced elements of a
nonreal, or counter feit Christianity.
Such claims are bound to produce critical responses. Who can define the ''real thing," as to
{;hristianity? Those criticisms are valid, and a re
best answered by looking to the example of Christ
himself.
Much of Jesus' ministry was spent pointing out
religious legalism and meaningless formalism. His
message was quite clear: attitudes, thoughts and
God-inspired actions were what God was concerned
with, not words and outward actions designed to
impress men.
Nor was Jesus a narrow-minded anti-intellectual
who demanded unquestioning acceptance. Jesus
was quite well-read in the scripture of his day. His
teachings were intellectually challenging and yet
pointed and direct so that all could understand
them .
Finally, Jes us was a zealous opponent of
hypocrisy and made special errorts to expose it. He
was repelled by the outward virtue and inwa rd
corruption of the P harisees.
What is suggested, finally , is that what has
disiJ!usioned law students about Chr istianity is not
Christianity at a ll , but human perversions of
Christianity. Most sensible people would want
nothing to do with a religion full of meaningless
tradition, unthinking dogmatism and hypocr isy.
Apparently, Jesus felt the same way. A reevaluation of our views on Christianity may well be
necessary; this time, let's evalua te the " real
thing."

Hoopster Headed for Hutchins
rrom pagt' on~>
HG: What will being a graduate
assistant entail?
DP : It'll all depend. Coach Frieder
and I haven't really sat and talked
about what m y responsibilities will be
next year. I'm s ure it'll be very flexibl e
depending on the amount of time l
have. I know the first year here will
take up a lot of time and be very
demanding, so he's only going to ask
me for what I can do.
RG : llow did you react to the press
and ga me an nouncers a lways talking
a bout yo ur C PA and law school admission ahead of your game skills?
DP: I never really thought about it.
When I came home from New York my
roommates said, " hey, they're mentioning your GPA all the time ." It's
something they just do ; everyone
knows about it now. ! think the announcers a re just trying to link it to being a
sma rt basketball player, the floor
leader, guy who runs the show, that sort
of parallel.
RG: II ow did your teammates r eact
to a ll that?
DP : I never really got much feedback
from them . Everybody just knows
about it. They were all happy for me
gelling accepted into law school. They
kid around a lillie bit ; Reliford said 1
was born with it.
RG : Do you ever tutor or help out the
yo unger players?
DP : The seniors do help out in many
aspects. For instance when I was a
freshman, the people in the same
program - LS&A - the Bodners, and
Paul Heurerman were very helpful to
me, just telling me what courses and
teachers were good and all that. But not
many of our younger players are in
LS&A, but I offered what helpful hints I
could.
RG : How did your interest in law
school develop?
DP : As a junior 1 took a business Jaw
class with Prof. Siedel and I thoroughly
enjoyed it and was pretty successful in
it. In undergraduate school they can
make the study of Jaw fun, and they did.
I'm not sure if it'll be like that here.
RG : I guess in your case you could be
fa irly certain. but if you hadn't gotten
into Jaw school, what sorts of things
were you thinking of doing?
DP : I wouldn't really have ruled out
coaching ; I might not rule it out now.
When basketball, or any sports, has

Dan Pelekoudas
been such a big part of your life for so
long, it's hard to get rid of the competitive spirit. and you think about
coaching, and maybe going to the Final
Four that way.
RG: And thoughts about pro ball?
DP : Not really. The chance is still
there to play in Europe. but I just want
to go and gel the law degree and get
that- not over with, as if it's going to be
unpleasant, which it might be. I just
think it'd be tougher for me to come
back to school after playing ball in
Europe for two or three years. And I'm
not " burned out'' on school now or
anything.
RG: Obviously basketba ll didn't interfere with your studying much . Did
the inverse occur ? Do you think
academics hindered your game?
DP : I think, to tell you the truth, it
probably did. I had goals of getting into
a good graduate school. I'm very gradeconscious. I try to do the best I can with
grades and if that meant staying up all
night , I did- I ' ve done tens of
allnighters. Every paper I've ever done
at the university has been finished all
night the night before it was due,
because I'm a procrastinator.
But my priority definitely was school
first and sports second, though not far
behind . If I had just taken any course
for a C, just to stay eligible, I maybe
could have been a better athlete,
because maybe I could've concentrated
all my mental and physical efforts on it.
RG : There are rumors around here

that some Ia\\ school intram ural tt'am.,
would be trying to recruit you nrxt
year. Would you listen to offt>rs, or
would you start a team or you r O\\ n?
D.P : Really! I haven't thought about
that, but I guess it's not against NCAA
rules anymore to take bribes or
anything like that! I thought maybe a
couple people might be interested, but I
hadn't thought of them making offers
as such- but hey, I don't have car yet'
~o. but really, I don't know if I'll even
want to play for anything but fun for a
while, plus I want to play more raquetball now too.
RG: What do you think of Michiga n'!>
basketba ll prospects for next year?
DP : They should have a great team.
It's hard to say whether Eric Turner's
going to go pro or not, and there's talk
that Tim might not be back , but even
without them , the team 's got the
nucleus to be a Big Ten title contender.
RG : What about Hoy Tarpley getting a n Olympic team tryout?
DP : I wasn't surprised by that at all .
I think they look at how well you played
toward the end of the year, and what
potential you have. I think Roy's the
mosl talented player on our team and
he also played closer to his potential
then anyone else did. He might be a lit·
tie young to contend with the likes of
Ewing and Bowie, but if the Olympics
were in a year or two, he'd have a real
good shot at it.
RG : When you playrd occasionally as
a freshman you seemed a lot more
scoring-inclined. and by this year , you
hardly ever took a shot. llow come?
DP : Partially it's the style of the Big
10 game, and partially the role they had
for me. Not that I was told not to shoot,
in fact , all my coaches have always told
me to shoot more because I'm a good
shooter, but I just always look to pass
first. But this year especially, the role
Frieder had me playing was to come off
the bench, spark the defense and run to
offense. When everybody's taking bad
shots, that's when he'll send me in
there, and he obviously doesn't want
me running down and gunning it up.
My purpose just shied me away from
shooting.
RG: What hindsight explanations
could you offer for the several close
losses the tea m suffered this year?
DP : Well , in the Christmas
Tournament, we just weren't mentally
ready to play, plus Eric was just
coming off a back injury and he was far

from top shape And during the Big 10
season we lost three games in a row in
the middle, and people thought that was
a big tragedy. But we lost to Purdue by
two, to lllinois in four overtimes, both
those games to teams on their floors
wherl' they never lost all year. Then we
did lose up at State, and we were
probably still a little down from the two
tough losses the week before.
HG : IIO\\ '1\a!> :\ew York?
DP: It was a great time. After the
game Wednesday we went to Studio 54:
someone we knew had gotten us on their
list, with reduced cover charge too, but
it wasn't all that crowded anyway. But
Walt 1-~razier was there, and I guess we
just missed Eddie Murphy, from what I
heard.
RG : How's the team looking forwa rd
to thr European trip in 1\Iay?
DP : Well, just the chance to travel,
and it'll be a great experience for some
of the guys who didn't get to play as
much later in the season this year.
There's some real good competition
because, essentially, you' re playing the
countries' Olympic teams. Purdue and
Illinois went last year and it seemed to
help them. Ricky Hall told me Purdue
was :l-7 or something like that on their
European tr ip. We'll be playing in the
Nethe rlands, West Germany and
Greece. We might get a couple of days
on the Riviera , just to relax, and then
maybe play some games in Barcelona.
There'll be no pressure, we're just
going to play and have fun.
RG : What are your perceptions now,
about law school, about what you might
like and dislikr a bout it?
DP : Apart from being in law school.
one of the things I'm going to like most
about next year is the freedom. I know
there'll be a lot of work, but for four
years I've had basketball taking up five
or six hours of my day for seven mon·
ths. I'm going to enjoy having some
free time. Even the time I spend in the
library will seem free to me, because I
don't have to be in the library at that
particular time.
I guess the hardest thing for me will
be the discipline of preparing every
day, because as an undergraduate I
only studied before the tests, and
basically ignored the busywork, unW
then .
Overall I'm looking forwa rd to it; it'll
be a good challenge, and good to meet
some other people, to get in a different
"clique." It'll be a change of pace.

Participants Call C.L. S. Seminar A Success
C.L.S. movement, par tly because he is
partial to student initiated study, and
partly because he saw it as an experiment: students not only thought it
up, but also supervised it.
Westen said he lear ned from the experience but less about C.L.S. than
about the student ,body. It reminded
him that the law school can be " a
traumatic experience for students. It's
scary and emotionally upsetting and for
many of them a diminishing a nd
alienating experience. It's easy to
forget that. "
Westen said he found valu e in
" elimina ting some of the misunderstanding on both sides" and to help
students feel better about the school
even though the trauma would probably
continue.

Size was one of the seminar's
drawbac ks . Although Kiefer and
Tonkin closed the class at 20, the
presence of auditors and professors often m ade the class som ewhat unwieldy
for discussion. Both Kiefer and Tonkin
felt " funny" about being selective, but
the method used to keep the size at all
manageable never making the
seminar publicly available - was also
troubling. At least one student did not
join the class "on principle" ; she felt
offended by the "exclusivity of only
telling friends about the seminar"
rath er than open election or ra ndom
allotment if interest was too great.
Westen said that " given the way
credit is ordina rily allocated here, I

don't think this experience counts a s a
seminar, but we couldn't know that until we did it." He would require some
kind of paper in the future.
Despite these problems, both student
coordinators felt good about the experience. " It was overwhelming in certain ways," said Tonkin. "The class has
taken on a life of its own, people have
been very creative." She felt happy
a bout the enthusiastic response of both
students and professors.
Professor Frederick Schauer will be
teaching a C.L.S. class next year. But
those interested in enjoying the experience of a student-r un seminar
should remember that any student can
organize one, with the help of a faculty
s ponsor .
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Notices

Harvard Initiates

New Loan Program
By Ted Lee
Graduates of Harvard Law School
who seek public interest employment
will be given a new boost under a pilot
program administered by the Harvard
Law School Financial Aid Office. The
loan program offers financial assistance to students who accept fuJI -time, lowpaying, Jaw-related summer jobs. A
student may borrow up to $2,500 to supplement his/ her summer income if the
employment qualifies under the
program.
Perhaps the mos t path-breaking
aspect of the program is that the loans
may be " forgiven " if the student
assumes similar low-income employment after gra duation .
The
program, which originated with the
Harvard Law School Student Council,
was adopted by the faculty on November 30, 1983.
Professor Abram Chayes of the Harvard Law School strongly supported the
progr am, as did the Law School's Dean
J ames Vorenberg, Assistant Dean
Russell Simpson and Vice Dean David
Smith. But Cha)les, in addressing the
facul ty after its acceptance of the
program. noted that the proposal would
never have been adopted without the
support of the students.

Summe r assistance prog ra ms for
students who choose low-paying public
interest jobs have appeared at other
law schools. New York University
School of Law already has in place a
grant program, administered by its
Financial Aid Ofrice, which provides 10week grants to qualifying students. A
Committee of Faculty and Administrators at NYU's Law School a lso
is considering a "forgiveness"
program for those s tudents who have
financed portions of the law school
education through loans, provided
those s tudents accept public interes t
work after g raduation.
In addition, Harvard Law School's
Financial Ajd Director, Renda John·
son, said last week that s he is recei ving
as many as six inquiries each day from
other law schools, with questions dir~
ted at both the loan program and its
forgiveness provision.
Like the University of Michigan Law
School, s tudents at Harvard support
public interest employment through a
Student Funded Fellowship program.
The faculty -sponsored program
provides another alternative to students who seek public interes t work. As of
January , 1984 , fifty Harva rd Law
students had applied for the new pilot
program loans.

Senate Okays Public
Interest Loan Letter

By Leah Murch
This week the Senate considered
typewriters, a Loan-Support program,
comm itlee descriptions and liaisons.
The allocation of a new typewriter to
the Black Law Student Alliance several
weeks ago spurred requests from other
organizations for s imilar funding .
President Jim Lancaster s uggested
that the L.S.S.S. typewriter be given to
one group and that the senate buy a
used I.B.M. Selectric for the senate offi ce. This machine would be available
for all student organization usc .
Representati ve Margaret Imber offered to investiga te the relative
economic and security merits of an
I.B.M. and an inexpensive computer
and printer.
Eric Hard sought senate approval on
a letter to the law school administration
and faculty concerning the LoanSupport Program . This program ,
simJlar to those used at Harvard,
N.Y.U., and Columbia, would assist law
students in public interest jobs with
their post-graduation loan payments.
I.R.S. tax rating and ceiling salar ies
would determine which students
qualify.
The plan would encourage students to
accept public interest jobs. Financial

Committee
Applications

aid, Hard claimed, forces law students
to create large loan debts on the
premise that they will receive lucrative
positions upon graduation. This system
pressures students to accept highter
salaried jobs even if they would rather
do public interest work. Hard has
spoken to and rece ived encouragement
from alumnus John P ickering and
Deans Eklund, Sandalow and Cooper.
Professor David Chambers has voiced
interest in the project.
Hard's letter invites administration
and faculty suggestions and support in
approving and implementing the
program. Hard insists that the program
will not simply fund the bottom 1/ 5 of
the graduating class and that it will not
affect the Law School Fund. More than
$1 ,000,000
is needed for implementation. The Senate unammously approved the letter.

Donna Hitchens will also be giving
the keynote address at the Les bian
Motherhood Conference s ponsored by
the UM Human Sexuality Office on
Saturday, April 14th. For more information see the LGLS bulletin board.

.JOUHNAL OF LAW REFORM Ap·
plication Pr·ocedure
All first-year students and 1983
"su'mmer starters" are invited and encouraged to apply for positions on the

Journal of Law R eform.

Inte~ested

students may submit their Case Club
brief a nd/or enter the Review!Journal writing competition. Students need
not submit both a brief and a writing
competition entry, but those choosing to
submit both will be evaluated solely on
the better of the two.
To submit a br ief you must obtain a
blind grading ticket from Lois Scott in
Hutchins Hall313, ApriJ 24-27, from 8·12
and 1·5. The brief must not reveal your
name or Case Club. The title page
should contain only your ticket number,
summer telephone, and the title of the
brief. You should submit three copies of
the brief, which may be deposited in the
box outside S-322 from April '1:1 to May
11.

CARR EL APPLICATIONS.....
- For SUMMER TERM will be accepted at the Main Desk starting Wed~
nesday, May 23rd at8 a.m.
Deadline is Tuesday, May 29th, at
Midnight.
- For FALL TERM will be accepted
at the Main Desk star ting Wednesda y,
August 29th at 8 a.m.
DeadJjne is Tuesday, September 4th
at Midnight.
Within each priority group, priority will
be by time of filing the application at the
Main Desk.
Applications and the Carrel Assignment P olicy and Procedure are at the
Main Desk.

.

To enter the wri ting competition you
should follow the application procedure
described in the information sheet
which you will find in your pendaflex
folder. This will involve getting a
grarung ticket from Lois Scott.
If, however, you already have a ticket
number for your brief, use that number
for your writing competition as well.
The Journal will also consider secondyear students interested in writing-on
to the publication. If you have any
questions concerning jou rrwl selection
procecedures, please feel free to come
down to sub-3 and ask any staff member.

ORIENTATION LEADERS needed for
graduate Jaw students-students interested in becoming orientation leaders in the
fall for graduate law students <many of
whom are from abroad ) may pick up an
application from Barbara Roble in 313
Hutchins Hall. Applications should be
returned to Bar bara Roble by APRIL
11 , 1984. Interested students should
come to a meeting in Virginia Gordan's
office (308 HH) on THURSDAY, APRIL
12 at 3:30. Selected leaders will be expected to return to Ann Arbor by Sunday-, August26.
April JO, I :30 p.m.

Preclassification and Early
Registration Materials Available -

S MMER WORK: Students who will be
in Ann Arbor this summer and are interested in working on an Immigration
& Nationality casebook should contact
Professor Aleinikoff. Preference for
students who have taken immigration
course. Hours negotiable (5-20 hours
per week).

The rest of the meeting defined commillee goals and assigned senate
liaisons. Committee descriptions and
applications are available at the senate
office starting Wednesday April 11. Applications are due by April 18 and will
be voted on by the executive committee
on April 20th.

LGLS ROUN DTABLE DISCUSSION:
Selected P arenting issues. Donna Hitchens, founder and directing attorney
of The Lesbian Rights Project in San
Francisco, will be facilitating a roundtable discussion on lesbian/ gay parenting issues on Monday, April 16th at 7
p .m . Check the Lesbian/ Gay Law
Students ' bulletin board for the
location.
Discussion will focus on the legal
aspects of issues such as artificial insemination, adoption, child custody,
and rights of co-parents, and on
litigation strategies for the lesbian/ gay
client. The concerns of lesbians and gay
men will shape the discussion, but
anyone interested in family law or civil
rights should find it useful and interesting, and is encouraged to attend.
Those with little or no background on
the issues are encouraged to read the
articles on reserve in the library under
" LGLS Roundtable Discussion." For
more information contact Ellen
Leonard, Mike Kenyon, or Cindy Poe.

The L.S.S.S. committees are one way
in which you can have an influence on
some of the thlngs which happen in the
Law School. The committees serve a
variety of functions and requjre different time commitments. There is a
place for you.
There are student-faculty committees such as the academic standards
committee, the admissions committee,
the faculty hiring committee and the
curriculum committee. Many impor-

tant law school policies are formulated
in these committees.
There are committees which coordinate and organize various events
within the law school. Being a member
of the social committee, the s peake rs
committee or the sports committee will
give you an oppor tunHy to plan some of
the events which are .s o important to the
Law School.
There are also committees like the
awards committee a nd the elections

Room 300 H.H. <Includes seminar and
clinic reservation lists.)
April l9, 4:00p.m .

Preclassijication (Course Selection)
Deadline - Room 300 H.H.
April 30. M ay I, 9:00 to I I :30 a.m. and
1: 15 to 4:45p.m.
Preclassijication Results - Formal registration and Addition of Courses for those who have been " redlined"
(removed from oversubscribed courses
- Room 200 H.H.
May 3. 4 & 7-1 I

Validation of /D 's- 215 Lorch Hall.
Please go to 1524 LSA after May 11th.
I F YO ARE interested in taking a
student taught two credit seminar on
Computer Law this fall , please call
either Tim Shaffer at 973-724 tor Debbie
Wilson at 996-2740 by Monday, Aprill6.
Bl G BROTHER NEEDED. Starting
summer or fall , for children of first
year law student. Occasional afternoon, go out for ice cream , etc. <Part
lime pay for c hild care a possibility.
Please contact Judy Klinghoffer via her
pendaflex folder .>
committee whose functions are very
narrow, and where a large time commitment is not required, but who are
very important to the functioning of the
Law School.
Now is the time to get involved. There
are committees which will interest
ever yone. For more information talk to
any member of the Senate, or pick up
an a pplication outside of the Senate office on the second floor. Applications
. will be available untiJ April IS.
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• FOUR SESSION S •
Moderated by FREDERICK SCHA UER, Uni versity of Michigan Law Pro fessor

by P eter l.e\'ine. Jim Jacobson,

and Ned Miltenberg

A fo rmer president cannot send a let·
ter on politics to his local newspa per
without fi rst c learing it through government censors .
A professor must skip over portions
of her lecture. based on unclas!>iCiPcl informa tion , because foreign students
a re present.
A retired NATO general is denied a
visa to enter the country because he op·
poses U.S. military policy in Europe.
An Or well ia n s pectre of the futu.re?
Maybe. But this is also the Reagan
Administ r a t ion 's vision of a free
Am e r ica,
one
it
has
been
system atica lly impl e me nting si nce
Reagan took office. Since Reagan's
inauguration, his Adm inistration has
undertaken an unprecedented attack on
the flow of information and the ex·
change of ideas, thereby restricting
what the public can speak about, read,
publish and hear .
These actions have serious First
Amendment implicat ions and are in·
consistent with a n open and informed
democracy. Yet the Administration
has failed to offer evidence of why such
steps a rc necessary or permissible under the Constitution .
The Reagan Adminis tration set lhe
pallem for its restrictive actions by
radically upgrading the classification
of documents. reversing a 30-year trend
toward openmg the workings of the
government to the people. Under the
previous system , officials were instructed to consider the public's right to
know when classifying information.
and to err in favor of less secrecy when
in doubt. Classificat ion was only
allowed when there was ..identifiable''
potential da mage to nattonal secun ty.

THURSDAY, APR IL19
in fo r mation for " pre-publication
review" by government censors . Thus.
under the p roposal, letters to the editor,
articles, books, and fiction would have
to be clear ed by government consors
before the a uthor could even approach
a publisher.
Had this di rective been in force in
recent year s, Alexander Haig a nd
Waller Mondale would have to clear
th eir political speeches a nd campaign
ads with the Reagan Administration.
The memoirs of Henry f{jssinger and
J immy Car ter would be subject to cen·
sorship by their successors.
This is classic prior restraint, strictly
for bidden by the F irst Amendment.
Yet the Reagan Administration has
failed to cite even a single insta nce in
which such publications jeopardized
national security, and has failed to ex·
plain why such drastic measures a r e
required. Public outrage and preelection fea rs of voter backlash have
for ced the Administration to temporarily withdr aw the proposa l.
The Administration's m ost bla ta nt effort to keep lhe public uni nformed occurred during the invasion of Grenada.
In addition to detaini ng the three
American reporters who were on the
island prior to the invasion, the Ad·
ministration barred the press during
the first two days. of the invasion and
severely limited their access in the next
several da ys. Such restrictions have
never been im posed upon the press in
American history. The Administration
claimed these actions were necessary
to preser ve secrecy. prevent interference and protect the reporters .
However, in every previOUS war,
secrecy was insured through less
r estrictive means , for example, by

Under the Reagan Ad1ninistration, officials need not consider the public's
right to know. When in doubt, they are
required to classify the documents at the
highest level of secrecy.
Under the Reagan Administration,
offic.ials need not considet"'the public's
" right to k.now." When in doubt, they
are required to classify the documents
at the highest level of secrecy. Potential damage to national security need
not be identified . These changes are
not surprising ; the new guidelines were
written by the FBI and CIA, without
congressional or public input. Further,
the Admin istration adopted them
without any showing that the old
system had failed to protect national
security .
In what some critics consider the
mos t outrageous of its actions, the Administration
has attempted
to impo~ e
peacet1me
censorsh ip of a scope unparalleled in
th is coun try 's history on more than
128,000 fed eral employees. The nowinfa mous Nationa l Security Document
Dir ective 84 requires that aU federal
employees privy to m ildly sensitive information submit, for the rest of their
lives. a ny writings at all related to such

deny ing r eporters access to communication lines . And in eve r y
previous war , reporters were free to
accompany troops at their own risk .
The Administration's stated desire to
" protect" reporters is unconvincing ,
given the military's threats to shoot
those attempting to reach the island
and its buzzing of reporters ' boats by
military a ircraft. Finally, it is hardly
rea listic to suggest that a handful of
reporters could interfere with 6,000
weapon-toting troops.
These extraordinary efforts, combined with the government's release of
a start1ing amount of inaccurate and
distorted informa tion, lead to one conclusion : The Adminis tration's actions
were not taken to protect the "security
of the mission ," as it claimed, but were
intended to s hield itself from public
scrutiny and protect its reputation. To
Justice Black, the implica tions of such
policies were om inous :
In the F irst Amendment the
Founding Fa thers gave the free
press the protection it must have
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• FREE AOMlSSION •

THURSDAY, APRIL 19 and FRIDAY, APRIL 20
RACKHAM AUDITORIU M
915 E. Washington St., Ann Arbor
The Thursday arter noo n session will
focus primarily on the lo~ reedom of In· 1
formation Act, but will also cover the
increase in classification of documents.
Anna Nelson and Marc Ross will
deliver prepared remarks.

I

to fulfill its essential role in our
democracy. The press was to
serve the governed, not the
governors. The Government 's
power to censor the press was
abolished so that the press would
remai n forever free to censure
the Government. The press was
protected so th at it could bare the
secrets of government and in·
form the people . Only a free and
unrestrained press can effec tively expose deception in government And pa ra mount a mong
the responsibilities of a free press
is the duty to prevent a ny par t of
the government from deceiving
the people and sending them off
to distant lands to die of foreign
fevers and foreign shot and shell.

New York Times v. United
States, 403u.s. 71J (197 1Penta~on Papers case).
The Reagan Administration has a lso
a ttempted to r estrict information and
idea s by preventing foreigners invited
to speak here from entering the country.
Under the McCarthy-e ra McCarran-Wa lter Act, for eigners may be
denied visas if the Attorney Genral
" has reason to believe" the visitors
seek to "engage in activities which
would be prejudicial to the public interest " Under the auspi ces of this act,
the Administration has denied visas to
320 survivors of Hiroshima invited to
a ttend a peace ra lly in New York.
When questioned a bout this. Kenneth
Adelman , then Deputy U.N. Delega te,

The theme of the Th ursday evening
session will be governmen tal interference with the marketplace of ideas.
Specific topics to be disc ussed are conlent regulation of broadca sting, FBI
domestic surveillance, and the denial of
visas to foreigners invited to speak
he re. Bruce F'cin a nd Geoffrey Stone
will deliver prepared remarks.

responded. ··we have absolutely no
legal duty to let Tommy Bulgaria or
anvone else from the Soviet front
groups enter the country-''
In 1982. Gabriel Garcia Marque.z was
denied a transit visa to travel through
the United States on his way to pick up
his Nobel P r ize. Nino Pasti, a retired
Italian Army General and senior Nato
official opposed to the deployement of
American missiles in Europe, was
denied entry into the country in 1983, as
were two Cuban women invited to
speak at Cor nell and Harvard Univer·
sities. The list goes on and on with
dozens of people prevented from having
their views with the Amer ican public
because, the Reagan Administration
claims, doing so " would be prejudicial
to the public interest.' '
ln addition to keeping foreigners with
views it opposes out of the country, the
Administr a t ion
has
pr evented
Americans from leaving the country to
travel to places it disapproves. ln May
1982, the Adm inistration put into effect
a ban on all business and tourist travel
to Cuba . The Administration insisted
the travel ban had no impact on the
constitutionally guaranteed right to
travel, and was only a mea sure "to
deny Cuba foreign currency." Yet in
1981, total travel expenditures in Cuba
by U.S. citizens amounted to only $8
million. Expenditures by American
businesses dealing with Cuba, which
have bee n untouc hed by the Ad·
ministration, totaled over $376 million.
The Adm inistration ha·s extended its

The Friday a fternoon panelists will
discuss the tension between individual
liberty and national security needs.
Specific topics to l.>e discussed include
the proposed " pre-publication review"
requirement and restrictions on press
access to infor mation. Floyd Abrams,
J ohn Shenefield, and Lyle Denniston
will deliver prepared remarks.

attack on the free fl ow of information to
the university communit y . Mos t
un ivers ities refuse to engage in
classi:fied research to avoid any governmental interference with the open exchange of ideas. The Reagan Administra tion has nevertheless ha mpered university scholars by imposing
restrictions on the discussion of unclassified information , treating the
teaching of such materials as a n "ex·
port" under the International Traffic in
Arms Regulations and the Export Ad·
ministration Regulations.
These
reguJations are being interpreted for
the first time to bar the exchange a nd
publication of unclassified information,
as well as prohibiting its use in
classroom lectures when foreign
students are present.
The Reagan Administration has effectively kept fore1gn scholars out of
the country by placing restrictions on
their academic work while here. When
Stanford University, for example, was
advis ed that a Russian robotics
scholar- invited to the United States by
the Nationa l Academy of Scien ces- could not have general access to
universi ty facilities, his visit was cancelled. Cornell University cancelled an
invitation to a Hungarian scholar after
the Commerce Department said he
could onl y r eceive inform ation in
class r oom lectur·es - semina r s and
private discussions were forbidden .
Research effor ts have been sim ilarl y
hampered. Jus t hours before an inter national sy mpos ium on optica l

The Friday evening panelists will
concentrate on the public's inability to
effectively debate gover nment policy
because of insufficient knowledge.
Specific topics to be disc ussed include
the invasion of Grenada and the
language of the arms race. Nat Hentoff,
Viclor Good , Arthur Kinoy, and
Richard Delgado will deliver prepared
remarks .

engineering was to begin in San Diego,
the Defense Depa rtment prevented the
publicallon and distribution of more
than 100 unclassified papers . The
departmen t threatened civil or
crimina l prosecution , claiming the
presentation of a llegedly "stra tegic"
information might be a violation of the
la w. Although this infringement .of
academic freedom is unprecedented in
our country's history, s imilar actions
were directed at conferences sponsored
by the American Vacuum Society and
the Institute of Electr ical and Electronic Engineers .
The Freedom of Informa tion Act
<FOIA), ·;.ohich symbolizes openness in
gover nment, has not been immune
from the Adm inistration's cloak of
secrecy. The Administra tion first attempted to impose r egulations completely exempti ng the CIA from the a ct,
and increasing the secrecy of documents
detai ling
consume r
pr oblems ,
dangerous foods and drugs , environ·
mental hazards and incidents of race,
sex a nd age discrimination .
When Congress prevented Reaga n
from doing so, the. Administration im·
posed new guidelines, beyond the rea ch
of Congress, m aking it more difficult to
utilize the F OlA. Contrary to earlier
policies, instructions were issued direction that those requesti ng information
bear the burden of establishing why
they should not be charged high fees for
the information provided.
The Adm inistrati on has fu r the r
lim ited the publ ic's k nowledge of

government activities by significantly
increa sing its use of lie detector tests on
federa l employees to deter them from
talking with the press. In 1981, the Pen·
tagon began requiring every employee
with access to classi fied information to
lake lie detector tests when asked to, or
be fired .
In 1983, the Administration expanded
this policy beyond the P entagon to all
federal employees with a ccess to sen·
silive ma terial- 128,000 in all . The use
of these tests, which a r e a rguably
unreliable and which a re administered
at ra ndom without even a hint of

The Reagan Administration also has
stepped up harassment of ~r ou~s
espousing views wilh whtc h 1t
disagrees. In December 1981, Reagan
issued an executive order on inte iJlgen·
ce activities a llowing the CIA, for the
first time , to conduct domes tic s ur·
veillance of U.S. citizens . The order
permitted warrantless sear ches a nd in·
filtration of groups to infl uence their
activities even though ther e is no
reasona ble suspicion that they have
commilled a crime. He re too, no
justification for the change has been offered.

The R eagan policies threaten to f undamentally alter the open and free
society R eagan purports to protect.
suspicion of wrong-doing. makes one
wonder whether Reagan is more interested in preventing embara ssmg
disclosures than in protecting ·•national
security."
The Administration h as also attempted to keep the public uninformed by
placi ng rest r ictions on films and
publications entering the country.
Three films produced by the lational
Film Board of Canada . for example,
were labeled "political propaganda
serving a predominantly foreign interest." Two of the films were a bout
acid rain, and one, " U You Love This
Planet ,'' was a n Academ y Award·
winning film abou t the medical effects
of nuclear war.
The Administr atiOn refused to explai n why it considere d the films
propaganda. It nevertheless required
all groups and individuals asking to see
the films to register with the Justice
Department. In addition , theaters
showing the films had to register and
report the number of pe<>ple in a ttendance.
In May 1981, after 20 years of an uninterrupted flow of written ma terials into
the United States from Cuba, the Adm inistr ation s eized thousands of
publications mailed from Cuba to U.S.
r esidents.
Befor e r e leasing the
period ica ls , the Adm inistration
required those receiving them to in·
form the Office of Foreign Assets Control of their name and address, the
nature of the publication and the purpose of its impor tation, and the "extent
of interest of every person, including
the applicant, involved or interested in
the transaction. •· Failure to do so, the
Administration warned, could result in
criminal sanctions . The Trading With
the Enemy Act was thus applied to
periodicals for the first lime in our
nation's history. No explanation of the
need for these actions was given.
The Administration also has altern·
pled to keep information and diffe ring
points of view from the public by
severely limitir.5 press access to m embers of the governmenl. ln 1982,
Reagan a ttempted to implement a
policy requiring special clearance for
all reporters seeking interviews with
top government officials. The plan was
withdrawn after widespread criticism .

Under the new regulations. the CIA is
free to infillrate and disrupt the media .
political groups and aca demia if doing
so is in " the interests of national
security." It also can collect information on individuals and groups lhat
a re not subjects of an investigation. An
earlier draft of the executive order
would have allowed the CIA to conduct
mail openings, burglaries, wire laps
and electr onic su r veillance against
U.S. citizens without a court order.
ln the Reagan Administra tion's first
two years, repor ted wire ta ps were up
45 percent from the Carter yea rs, even
though a federa l study showed lhat wir e
tapping had an insignifi cant affect on
crime . At a cost of $94,546 per wir e la p ,
Reagan's ''electricians" cost the country
over $18 million in 1982 a lone.
As its record clearly indicates, lhe
Reaga n Adm inistr ati on has ta ken
drastic and unprecede nted steps to
keep the public in the dark. These actions indicate at bes t a c allous
disrega rd for free speech guarantees,
and demonstrates its hostility to the
basic tenet of the First Amendment
that a democracy requires an informed
The R eaga n pol icies
c itizenr y .
threaten to fundamentally a lter the
open and free society Reaga n purports
to protect. The only conclusion to be
dr awn fr om the Adm inis tration ' s
record is that it views an informed
public as a threat to its reign, and is
willing to deprive Americans of their
ability to govern themselves in order to
maintain its position of power .

Please come to Rockh am
A uditorium April 19 and 20 to hear
a wide-ranging discussion of these
i sues by both upporters and opponents of the Admini'stration.
Admission is free.
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_F_ic_ti_·o_n__E
_}1isode IV:
By Larry Michlovich
The weight of the light sabre's beam
almost upset the delicate balance that,
heretofore, our warrior had been able
to perilously maintain. Using the tip
like a skilled surgeon, he cut a foothold
in the cliff. Rocks and debris flew from
the wall as the instrument burned away
a deep crevice. Finally able to suppor t
his own weight with his legs, Jerryi
loosened the gr ip of his left hand from
the Con Law Treatise ; horr ible paper
cuts exposed his flesh.
Step by step, he then scaled the
precipice. All the way, his light sabre
never fa iled to fashion handholds and
footholds in the rock.
Two hours later, J erryi was back
aboard Shuttle 2-211 with Czar and his
works - destination : Unknown! He
assumed that with communications
jammed he was flying blind into the
midst of a galactic combat ; but there
were no more options. He was out of
winette tablets and couldn't expect the
commanders to settle by themselves.
He hoped that the thought of Czar and
the manuscripts on board could prevent
immediate disintegration by either
com mander. At the point of established
communications, he could bargain his
prize to those who could guarantee
security.
Kami Czar, fully recovered now from
the shot and bound to his own Con Law
Treatise , could stand the silence no
longer. To return to the Michigana
would be death, " Ethics be damned,
Jerryi! This is a golden opportunity !
You fool ! Don 't you see the
hypotheticals? We can do it! With Blahzi, we can control all of Galactic con
and Crime ! We can take his ship itself !"
" What about. .ahh...our commitment
to LeBrave of the IUinoisia?"
" Screw him, you thin lipped, toothpick-livered conniver ! I've done all the

research on that goddamned thing !
That peanut-headed result of nature's
ineptness has been watching Galactic
Basketball for months !" And then in his
Socratic voice, " Jerryi, come with me.
We could work side by side again, like
the old days, master and servant. We
ca ... "
At the word "servant," Jerryi flashed
his Hight sabre and-snapped the beam
to within a blade's width of Czar's
jugular , singeing the day's gr owth of
bear d . There would be no more
discussions between the two Socratics
for the remainder of their uncertain
voyage.
ln the Cook room, Captain Terry
Sands was meeting with his staff officers. The dense Green Gas in the
lower levels had yet to dissipate enough
to allow visual contact with Minus
Three. Since there were no r eplies to Lt.
Witty's signals, he had to assume that
the entire Law Review had perished.
General Sa ex estimated that it would be
another sixty minutes before the atmosphere was breathable. With the
leaders gone, rebel offensives in other
areas of the ship were halted by
security forces.
Attention now turned to how to handle
the crisis with Columbia. Sensors had
detected a shuttle leaving Lurch and
progressing along a parabolic arch
toward the warring Ships of Law. The
shuttle would be in Blahzi's weapons
range within thirty minutes.
Science Officer Reagings was in the
middle of a dissertation on the possible
battle tactics : " ... and if we pivot the
ship one third degree off polar axis, our
strategic
position
changes
dramatically . Well maybe not
dramat ically, maybe perceptively.
Well, maybe not that either ... "
"Why did Stretch do it?" thought
Sands, " He must have known that I'd

have to punish him. Sentimental fool."
Reagings took a breath, inhaled three
more blue pills, and continued : " ... or
maybe both at once, or perhaps those
two plus 'decisively'; but probably not
'decisively' at all. No doubt just the first two... "
Sands mulled over the possibilities
and lit his bruised pipe, " I could keep

General Advice
on Telling Tales,
gave his expert advice, "I don't think
that Blahzi would eve1 settle. My friends on the Columbia tell me that she can
make mince meat out of us in real battle, no kidding.'' Then stroking the gold
bound copy of G.A.T.T. held to
his chest, " I'm sure they speak the
truth ; they are really good guys. We

Ethics be damned, Jerry i! This zs a
golden opportunity! You fool! Don 't
you see the hypotheticals? We can do it!
With Blahzi, we can control all of the
Galactic Con and Crime! We can take
his ship itself!
I

him off the bridge. Nah, that wouldn't
work ; he'd just do handsprings in the
corridors. Sleep, that's it! I'll force him
to sleep late every morning. Ethics,
that's cruel; we did after all defeat the
rebels."
" ... dramatically and perceptively .
Now that we know how our strategic
position would change if that maneuver
were made, we must ask if this
maneuver is strategic at all or whether
it could be considered a position or
whether ... "
"Whew, I've heard enough," Sands
sighed. "So we don't know whether we
can defeat them in battle. What about a
settlement?"
Shocked faces filled the room. Grey
Whit passed out and he couldn't even
understand the words. Since Doc
Cooper was not present, Dr. Wapson
tended to the languid linguist, crumpling him into a corner of the room.
01' Jackie John, interplanetary
gossip made famous by his bestseller:

were at a party once on lhe Columbia,
and, hah, do you know what they told
me about Mrs. Blahzi and a Taruvian
Wombat?"
Sands quickly flipped the bridge intercom switch, " Lt. Willy , open a
channel to the Columbia. 1..."
"Sorry sir, Lt. Witty is in labor right
now. She should be back in five or ten
minutes."
" Who's this?" Sands ordered, still
thinking of charter amendments.
" It's Susie, darling."
"Yes, well ... ahem ...sorry to disturb
you, I know you're VERY busy, but
could you please get me Blahzi of the
Columbia, narrow beam?"
It took a minute to establish a channel. During the ensuing seconds, Terry
Sands, sensing victory, leaned back
comfortably in his chair. " We'll be
able to sleep soon," he thought.
The channel clear ed and Sands
spoke, "My dear, dear Commander
Blahzi ."
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Divide and Cong_u_er_·-~
"It heartens me to see you jovia l,
considering your impendi ng doom !"
Blahzi retor ted. " Ha ve you decided to
stop scr am bling p lanetside communications and let the shullle land
here?"
"Well ... hmm ... actually I called to
allow you to surrender." Sands grinned
coyly, eased back his head and blew
smoke rings.
"Surrender!?" Blahzi roared, "You
don't · seem to understand your
predicament!"

a ttention in formation, the creatures
seemed to be a waiting a signal.
"Cp-tain, air quality in Minus Three
is back to ac-cptibily levels," Saex
reported.
On the visiscreen, a powerful hand
reached across a reptilian fa ce and
pulled back the ski n. The filter mask
pulled back totally a nd revealed a
bearded man with sunglasSes. One by
one, the other reptiles re\(ea led their
1
true for ms.
The onf' wea r ing sunglasses spoke.

In terms of a chip, though, you forget
that I still occupy the entire Green
Room . If I don ,t get ship command,
we ,II destroy these archives; the Law will
be lost forever! Definitely lost forever!
I t will not exist.!

--

- - - - ------" Let's talk about Taruvian Wom"Nice try Sando: But as I was saying, I
bats ... "
want this ship. It is quite definite that I
. And so ended the inter-Lawship
want this ship ... ''
crisis. The Michigana a nd the Columbia
"Swag? How the ... ?"
reached an accord of disengagement.
" I positively want this ship. This ship
The Columbia was granted contributing
is positively, definitely, specifi cally
editor status to Galactic Con Law in
wa nted by me!"
return for guaranteeing safe passage to
Sands sat back and laughed heartily,
the two Socratics and Shuttle 2-211.
"The Law Review is no longer a
Shuttle 2-211 arrived safely at the
bargaining chip, Swag. We are at peace
Michigana after the clearing of comwith Columbia." He lit his pipe and conmunications. It was a relief for Captain
tinued, "You have nothing on me. Your
Sands to have Jerryi and Czar back
rebel forces cannot advance past the
aboard the ship. There was a sense of
Green Room. You're cutoff."
security in having Socratics on your
"Ah, Sando, whether I have spared
side.
the Law Review or not is a significant
After an hour's rest, Sands and the
issue: I'll return to that later. In terms
bridge crew were intensely watching
of a chip, though, you forget that I still
the bridge viviscreen switching from
occupy the entir e Green Room . If I
among the monitors of the Green
don' t get ship comma nd, we'll destroy
Room. Over the past twenty minutes,
these archives; th~ Law will be lost

On the vzszscreen, a powerful hand
reached across a reptilian face and
pulled back the skin. The filter mask
pulled back totally and revealed a bearded man with sunglasses. One by one the
other reptiles revealed their true forms.

-- -- -----Green Gas had been dispersing at a
forever 1 Definitely lost forever ! Il will
rapid rate. While some of the surrounnot exist!"
dings were becoming visible, there had
" That's cruel, that's inhuman !"
yet to be any sign of bodies. Sands tur" That's right!"
•
ned to congratulate Lt. Witty when his
Seconds passed, and the eyes of the
attention was attracted by Lt. J .J .J .,
crew focused on their resourceful
" There! Something!"
leader . " Where was the s ecurity
Sands looked immediately towa rd the
brea ch?" Sands a sked himself. Then
indicator panel; it was the monitor on
aloud a nd to the dismay of the crew,
Minus Three.
" I'll send an emissary to negotiate the
" What is it J .J.J. ?"
terms."
" It was there , something, some
It was a quick frisk just outside the
motion.''
bulkhead leading to the Green Room.
Saex was still a bit groggy from Doc
This was neutral territory; forward lay
Cooper 's shot. " Im-pss-bly!" he sa id.
the Green Room and the holdings of the
" How much longer will the gas be
rebellion; to the rear were free areas
lethal Sa ex?" Sands inquired .
under the control of Saex 's stor" It's clear-ing fst, jst a cou-ple of
mtroopers.
mnutes."
Advancing toward the Green Room,
" There it is again!" J .J .J . yelled, and
Jerryi could not help but feel he wasthis time the rest of the bridge crew saw
passing between the ages - the past
it too. But what was " it?" How do you
a nd the future of the Michigana. " Did
describe a motion or impression? This
history always ... a hh ... provide such a
was all that was seen ; a shadow in the
clear line?" he quizzed himself.
fog, a dent within a cloud.
The massive security door slid open.
As the cloud dissipated, "it" became
Jerryi and his rebel escorts, A-ll and Areadily apparent. Forms wer e ap12, pa s~ed through into occupied
pearing on the screen - strange forms.
territory, the security door slamming
·-~ WJ1at,!ac~~ t These .creatures were repshut behind them . Any normal man
tilian with compound eyes. Standing a t
would have shuddered at the thunderous

echo; even Jerryi's escorts were star tled . But Jerryi was deep in thought.
Ther e was something about its noise ;
the door had closed with a finality that
was unnerving. ·~who was trapped?
The
r ebels
or
the ... ahh ... administr ation?"
Rosey Swag witnessed the blackrobed wa rrior flow into the room . He
could only remember his warning to Al l earlier. His mind r aced through
psych oeconomic
t heory .
More
specifically, did he a nd his rebel
followers have enough sh ip control to
satisfy the master equation? It really
didn't matter ; the role must be played
out. The outcome was certain; he
couldn't change it even if he had known
what
it
was .
That
was
psychoeconomics!
Jerryi concentrated on the black lenses of his opponent. " So ... ahh ... what's
happening?" He twisted h is r ight
shoulder clockwise and felt a noiseless
" click."
" Jerryi, we have allowed for a
negotiation of surrender terms. Obviously, you are here to do that. My
terms are quite simple enough. "

A-ll and A-12 and blew open the door .
Genera l Saex led his stormtroopers
through the smoldering opening and
captured or killed the remaining rebel
leaders. The Law had survived !

Ship's Record, January 2, 2984:
A-ll, A -12, B-13, and C-12 were
killed on a routine training missio n
today when their shuttle crash landed on Planet Lurch. Shuttle 2-238
was a complete loss.
In the interests of fostering peace
and goodwill among Ships of Law,
the Michigan{] Law Review has been
temporarily disbanded, and the first
copy of G·alactic Con Law will be
disseminated with o ut offic ial
publication.
Because of a severe headache,
Doc Cooper will remain in bed until
ten o'clock every morning for an indefinite period of time. Kami Czar
and Rosey Swag have the flu ...
Book of Aile: Who is the more
foolish? Thefool, or he who follo ws
the fool? The suspected leaders of
the rebel mo vement ha ve been
vanquished; impatience was their
key to defeat. The administration

Reagings took a breath, inhaled three
more blue pills, and continued: " ... or
maybe both at once, or perhaps those
two plus 'decisively,,. but probably not
'decisively'
at all. No doubt just the first
,,
t wo . ..
A hidden microsolenoid impla nted m
Jerryi 's shoulder wa s heating
up .... burning his flesh.
" I must be given complete ship
governance! More to the point: All ship
authority must obviously be given to
me. Specifically, without complete
authority, the Law you see below in
these archives will be vaporized. More
specifically, this ship will die ! •'
"Don 't
you
know
that
you .. .ahh .. .can't win? " The coil .was
burning terribly and was approaching
the threshhold point.
"Imposs ible ! P sychoeconomic
calcu .. ,"
The coil in Jerryi's shoulder engaged
an electromagnet which pulled at the
steel sunglass hinges. Rosey Swag's

believes the rebellion to be crushed.
Everything is p rogressing according to plan. The firs t s teps have
been completed with un com promising p recis ion. Th ere is
another...
In the cryogenic vault, two bodies
floated motionlessly in suspended
animation. A blue aura engulfed
each. Ro ws of microscQpic tubes
along the spines circulated crystal
fluid through their nervous systems.
R osey Swag and Kami Czar lay
back, floatin g f ifteen degrees off
perpendicular plane.
The fly wheel on the corbimite
door spins. The door slides open
and successive security fields fa de.
A dark shadow enters and crosses

And so ended the inter-Lawship crisis.
The Michigana and the Columbia
reached an accord of disengagement.
The Columbia was granted contributing
editor status to Galactic Con Law in
return for guaranteeing safe passage to
the two Socratics and Shuttle 2-211.
glasses were yanked from his fa ce, and
he fell to the ground emitting a bloodcurdling scream.
Years of intensive work in front of
vis iscr eens had degenerated Rosey
Swag's optic nerves. Now in natural
light, he was totally incapacitated,
curled on the floor clutching his hands
over his eyes.
Jerryi wheeled and spit two of Doc
Cooper's mini molitov pellets which
had been concealed beneath his tongue.
One hit the security door, then the
other ! The explosions instantly killed

the vau lt until it covers the
cryogenic control unit. A properly
secure code is entered, followed by a
series of computer commands.
Computer programming obeys the
coded commands: The two
prisoners rotate to upright
pos111ons, life rene}lling red
crystaline is pumped into their
spines, the blue auras grow brighter
and begin to spark ...... .
To Be Con~inued Fall 2984. Episo_d!
UNITED WE STAND!

f:
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Arts
Marvin Gaye Leaves Complex Legacy
By David Bachman
Over the last twenty years, Marvin
Gaye either started or eventually
mastered virtually every important
trend in soul music. Yet until 1983 he
had not won a single Grammy award
and most histories of soul or rock music
relegate Gaye to little more than a footnote to the story of Motown Records.
Only with his death last week has Gaye
started to receive the recognition he
deserves.
Undoubtedly Gaye's complexity partially explains this lack of acclaim.
Unlike artists like Sly Stone, James
Brown and even Stevie Wonder, Gaye
defies categorization. He simply
refused to stand still long enough to get
pinned down .
During his pop career, Marvin Gaye
embodied more contraditions than
most artists find it healthy to even think
about. As the " Prince of Motown" in
the early '60s, Gaye projected a suave
and sophisticated image. But songs like
" Hitch Hike" and "Can I Get a Witness? " were as funky and raw as
Motown got in those years, raw enough
to be covered by the Rolling Stones
alongside the blues of Muddy Waters
and How lin' Wolf.
Working with Mary Wells and Tammi Terrell, Gaye submerged his own
ego long enough to earn a reputation as
a selfless <and extremely talented >
vocal accompanist. Rut in the early
70S, he became the first soul artist to

take complete control of his work when
he released What's Go in, On, hailed
as the " first soul concept album."
And while he sounds seductive and
vulnera ble in songs like "Let's Get It
On" and " Sexual Healing, " in his interviews Gaye revealed a strong streak of
sexism and a need to dominate women.
As the obituary writers strive to
make sense of Gaye's career, they have
stressed his ability to convert his personal pain into art. In doing so, these
writers have tended to gloss over the
more subtle, but also more constant,
sense of menace that smolders in
Gaye's work. Lost-love songs like
"Baby Don't You Do It" and " I Heard
It Through the Grapevine" in Gaye's
hands becomes as much threat as
lament. As I hear him, this sense of
anger is the emotional cornerstone of
Gaye's work, the one unifying factor
that ties together the disparate strands
of his career.
Passionate, vulnerable, thoughtful Marvin Gaye possessed all of these
qualities and the obituaries correctly
point that out. But Gaye was also an
angry man and though he expressed his
anger with great subtlety and restraint,
I have to wonder whether the real
reason critics overlooked him while he
was alive was that they did not want to
confront that aspect of his art. Perhaps,
after all these years, the one thing
white America still cannot tolerate is
an angry black man.

Mombo Continues
from page twelve
all about? l.
But a life of ms1gnificance and obthat I had finally found my desert
scurity was not to be mine for long. At
island. The legend of " Mombo the
my first Ohio State v. Michigan football
Mongoose" was almost faded from the
game fame was once again thrust into
memory of tbe city, and my life was
m y lap. It happened after I chugged
beginning to return to normal.
down a quart of Barcardi 151 Rum at
When I signed on as the Res Ge tae
the end of the first quarter. I'm still not
Feature Page Editor in tbe fall of '82, it
exactly sure what transpired after that.
was on a lark . I never intended to
All I know is that for the next three
become rich or famous . But fame was
years of my undergraduate career,
my desliny. Circulation instantly
everytime I began to unzip my jacket to
tripled. New staff members had to be
take it off, no matter where I was,
hired just to handle my mail. Speaking
women would scream and sorority girls
at Bar Association meetings and
would gather round and start chanting,
signing autographs became a part of
" Mombo !
Mombo !
Mombo !"
my everyday life. The life style was
When I walked down State Street,
exhausting, and for health reasons, I
mothers would scoop up their babies
was forced to retire in the winter of '83.
and run wildly down the street; shop
For the time, I've found that quiet life
keepers would blush: dogs would run
that I have been seeking ever since

New mothers would call asking me to
come to University Hospital to bless their
new born baby boys.
with their tails between their legs; ana
old ladies would whisper, " ... and
such a little body." In the middle of the
night I would receive phone calls from
prominent anatomists and biologists
asking me to come by their laboratories
sometime ; strange women would call
offering me money; and new mothers
would call asking me if I would please
come to the University Hospital to bless
their new born baby boys. At first the
attention was fun , but soon the pace
grew hectic and I looked frantically for
an escape.
When I took refuge in the confines of
the law quad in the fall of '81, I thought

fame became my middle name in those
early days of high school wrestling. I'm
anything but bored . r still speak oc·
casionally at Law School newspaper
Feature Page Editor Conventions, and
I go to a couple of classes a week. I've
taken up wrestling again. Every Thursday I meet with another Michigan
r etiree named Olin Browder and we go
a couple of rounds at the old IM. I
always have enjoyed a good thrashing.
In a couple of weeks my wife and I
are moving to Chicago. It seems like
everybody my age is moving down
there after retiring from school. The
decision to move wasn't an easy one.

Marvin Gaye, as hr apprarcd in a mid 1970s concrrt

After all I've spent some of the best
years of my life in Ann Arbor.
I finally know which way the one way
roads go and I finally know where the
stacks arc in the old law library. I'll
miss Ann Arbor. I'll miss the diag m the
spring and the bar on Thursday nights,
and I'll miss the football games in the
fall. With eight years seniority I would ·
have probably even moved out of the
end zone for next fall 's season.
But what fun would it really be? Each
year the number of people I know in the

c1ty gets smaller and smaller, and the
freshmen are starting to call me "Sir. "
In my heart I know its time to move on .
Chicago will be nice. The weather
isn't as nice as Florida's, a nd the
calibre of shuffleboard played in
Chicago isn 't the same, but I've been
looking forward to just spending en·
dless hours in a high rise office building
in the middle of a crowded city
breathing the same air that the accountant on the 58th floor breathed three
days ago for some time now.

WLSA GetsNoAction
on Women 's Course
by Donna Kiefer
The
Women
Law
Students
Association ( WLSA l has worked
steadily throughout this academic year
to persuade the school administration
to reinstitute a course on Women and
the Law. Our efforts have included
publishing a sur vey to gauge student in·
terest, submitting to the Faculty Search Committee and the administration
names of possible visiting professors
who have expertise in the area, and
meeting with various members of the
administration.
Although we received an overwhelmingly favorable student response- S&' of those answering the survey
would like to see such a course taught
here at Michigan- the reaction of the
Administration to our proposals was
disheartening. The bottom line was
that offering a course on Women and
Law was not a priority of the Law
School faculty and administration.

In light of this negative administration response, we were very
pleased to discover that Professor
Christina Whitman is offering a
seminar next semester entitled "Gender and Justice."
Apparently the
availability of visiting professors to
teach the first year Torts class usually
taught by Professor Whitman freed her
to offer this course.
Although
enrollment in Whitman's seminar is
limited to twelve, she indicated that so
many students had signed up for the
course that she may well teach it again
the following year.
In addition to these efforts to reinstitute a Women and the Law course,
WLSA has been active throughout the
year in sponsoring a free film series on
Women in the Labor Force, bringing in
speakers such as Julie Steiner from the
ACLU, and setting up a security system
for women leaving the library after
dark.
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Nightmares f or McStudent in Wonderland
By Michael McCarthy
I have this thing about nightmares that is, I really like them. I mean, when

else can you make your worst problems
disappear just by rolling over?
Recently, however, something happened. I had a nightmare I just couldn't
shake ...

"Naw," I said. " I' m in a hurry .
Besides, maybe no one'll notice."
Pleased with this view of the
situation, I continued on mv way.
Luckily, my usual one-and-a -h.alf block
walk to school was, on this particular
morning, several miles long. The extra
travel time afforded me an opportunity

The ventilation was better. Chafing was
almost an impossibility. Laundry bills
were cut. Lawrence Tribe stopped and
assured me these were all good arguments.
I was up late one night last week notstudying; follow ing my usual notstudy
habits. This particular night, though, I
got inspired, and I decided to treat
myself to something just a wee bit
special - you know ... just to pamper
myself a little.
So I showered, brushed my hair,
poured an amaretlo, and sal down to
add up just exactly how many pages
behind I was in International Law. Af.
ter all, I deserved a good laugh.
This proved to be no mean feat since,
at severa I random points during the
semester, I had chosen spots to get
even, start fresh ; only to read a few
pages and fall behind again. I persevered, howcve1·, and arrived at a
figure that gave me a whole new pers pective on law school- 429 pages.
I called Cathleen in and gave her the

to think of several arguments why it
was actually a good idea to go pantsless. The ventilation was better.
Chafing was almost an impossibility.
Laundry bills were cut. Lawrence
Tribe stopped and assured me these
were all good a rguments.
Anyway, I arrived at school to find
that that day I was to be the guest of
honor at a r eception whose list of invitees included all the justices of the
U.S. Supreme Court except Stevens,
and the Four Tops. The damn thing had
slipped my mind.
I asked a passing student if he had
noticed anything different about me.
"You mean your grades?" he asked.
" No, my pants," I said.
"What pants?" he responded. " I
think the chafing thing's a good
argument. "

Oh no, I thought - not the McDonald's
talk again. And at a time like this! What
could I do but act casual?
news , pointing out that this was
unquestionabl) "evidence" of my
commitment to our marriage. She
commented on my use or the word
" evidence." We laughed awhile about
how lawyers talk - not just the infamous "ipso factos " and ''habeas corpuses" but the oft-ignored but equally
overused "notwithstandings" and
" m oreovers." We christened the
conversation with a bowl of ice cream
a nd headed toward bed - pausing only
long enough to catch the " Where's the
beef?" commercial
Next morning I woke up, shaved, got
dressed and headed out. On my way to
school, however, l noticed that
something was amiss.
"No pants," I sa1d to myself. " I' m in
the middle of Tappa n Street without
a ny garb to cover my underwear."
This confused the hell out of me for a
moment. I tried to figure how l could
for get something as basic as pants. A
bell - sure. Socks - perhaps. But
trousers? Never. I looked back at my
house and consider ed whether I should
go back and put on a pair.

This settled me a little, so I entered
the reception and was greeted by thunderous applause. The reception was at
the home of a young cabin boy who appeared to have big biles taken out of
him .
William Brennan walked right over.
I was worried about the pants, but I put
a good face on it and he seemed not to
notice.
" Hello, Mike, " he said. "So good to
see you. Congratulations."
" Hello, McJustice McBrennan," I
said. " Mclikewise,' I' m mcsure.''
Oh no, I thought - not the McDonald's talk again. And at a time like
this! What could I do but act casual ?
" How's the mcwife ?" I asked, ordering a drink.
"Quite well, thank you, and yours?"
" Mcgreal, just mcgreat. " It was
working. He didn't seem to notice the
talk either.
" I was verv impressed with your
critique of the nativity scene decision,"
he sa id .

" Mcthank you." I said. " Actually, I
must admit I mcstole that mcthought
from the McMayor ."
" McCheese?" he asked.
" Mcright, " I replied. " He mcruns
one mctight mcgoddamship out methere in McDonaldland. "
" McCheese is a good man, " he said,
nodding slightly.
Things were going so well that I
decided the time was r ight to broach a
topic I had been wanting to get around
to for a long time.
" Mctell me," I began, sipping my
drmk coyly. " Do you by a ny mcchance
have any mcclerkships for a mcmug
like mcme?"
He paused and looked at me oddly.
" Mcno. huh?" I said, disappointed.
He shrugged.
" Is it the ... mctalk?" I asked.
" No, Mike," he said. " It's not the .
talk. I ·have nothing against Me-

snowstorm , I realized that I had forgotten about that course all year. I had not
been to a single class.
This panicked me briefly until I convinced myself I could fake it. "Good
morning " was " Gutt Moor ," or
something similar, and I had seen
"Cries and Whispers, " so I could say
" Good morning, I'm so depressed I
could spit-up." I knew these would get
me by.
When my alarm really did go off the
next mornin.g, I was anxious and
distracted. I couldn't leave behind the
tension I felt in the dream nor the
humiliation of having had, at my age,
your standard academic nightmare.
I got ready for school (remembering
my pants) and headed for International
Law. Walking into class I felt a great
need to do something to purge myself of
the dream - and the cooptation it
signified to me. I sat through the lee-

I arrived at school to find I was to be the
guest of honor at a recep tion whose list of
invitees included all the justices of the
U.S. Supreme Court, except Stevens, and
the Four Tops.
Donald's talkers. Few people realize
that, in fact, New York Times v
Sullivan was originally written in McDonald's talk."
" Really?" I said. " Then what is it? "
" Well ... " he said sadly. "To be
honest ... I usually like my clerks to
wear some form of sub-waist outer
adornment.' '
"Oh , I mcsee," I said, suddenly indignant. "It's wear mcpants or meforget it !"
" Don't get me wrong, Mike. It's just
the way I am . Maybe you should try
Rehnquist. He's had a couple of nopants people. He is particularly sensitive about acting affirmatively on the
pants issue."

lure fantasizing bold initiatives. I could
be defiant, I thought, and run wildly
round the room smashing the portraits
on the walls. I could be eccentric standing up and breaking into a chorus
of " There's No Business Like Show
'B~~ess." I could even be committed by
ra1smg my hand and protesting
irrelevance in the discussion of all legal
issues everywhere.
As cla ss drew toward a c lose ,
however, I became desperate. I really
had to do something. My thoughts were
interrupted by the sound of the
professor calling my name.
" Mr. McCarthy? ... "
I didn't respond.
" Is Mr. McCarthy here? "

"D on't get me wrong, M ike. It's just the
way I am .
Maybe you should try
R ehnquist. H e's had a coup le of no-pants
people. H e's particularly sensitive about
acting affirmatively on the pants issue.
" Mcthanks," I said curtly.
We stood for awhile listening to the
Tops. While they were doing "Shake
Me, Wake Me, When It's Over," Brennan turned to me and said, " Mike, I
really don't know how you do it - standing around listening to Levi and the
feUas - what with your Swedish final
today and all."
" McSwedish!" I screamed, and ran
out of the house.
I had forgotten about the Swedish
final. In fact, as I walked toward the
Swedish building through a driving

I again didn't respond.
" McCarthy . . . ?'' he said a final
lime.
Suddenly, it just came out.
I McPass," I said.
Good enough for short notice, I guess.
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Feature
Mombo the Mongoose and Assorted Tales
By Dan Bron on
When I was in high school, you might
have s aid 1 was a Bigs hoL You see, I
wa s a va rsity wr estle r . Never mind
that there we ren't a ny othe r seventeen
year old male ninety-eight pounders on
the continent or that the Biafran the
wrestli ng coach had recruHed from
Swaziland gained five pounds as s oo n
as he s tepped off the ai r plane and took a

One move I easily mastered required
me to ram my nose into my unsuspecting opponent's knee. I called this
move, " Feel the Wrath of Pain f/47."
My doctor called it a broke n nose with a
deviated septum. Som e c riticized me as
being cold-blooded, but hey, a wrestling
m atch is no place for mercy or weak
s tomachs. You give one hundred a nd
ten percent. or you don't give at all.

My teammates called me "Fish. " They
said it was because I was quick and
elusive.
I eventually became kno11'
around the state for my ability to flip and
land on my back from any position
imaginable) and stay in that position for
three solid seconds.
breath of rich American air, lost his
scholarship and was sent back to his
hom eland as a heavywetght. Forget all
that. I was Wylie E . Groves varsity
ni nety-eight po und wrestler. People
said I wasn't bad either. They said I
wrestled like a fish.
As a matter of fa ct, my teammates
called me " The Fish " They said it was
because I was quick and elusive. They
even had a " Fish Cheer." The chorus
went something like this:
You' re A Slimy, Sptneless F ish
You' re a Slimy, Spineless Fish
Belly Up
Belly Up
Hooray Other Team, You've Killed
Him.
They wer e swell guys. The whole nutty
bunch.
Having gained my only wrestling exper ience trying to wreslle candy bars
awa y from second and th1rd graders on
Halloween night (and having been consistently and soundly defeated), I knew
I had my work cut out for me. I worked
day and night developing new moves.

But the move I event ua lly came to be
known around the state for was my
ability to flip and land on my back from
any position imaginable and to stay in
that exact position fo r t hree solid
seconds. I could do it quicker than
anybody else in the state, and if my opponent had sideburns and his name was
Gomez, I could do it so fast your head
would s pin. I set quickest pin records at
every meet, and I have trophies in high
school's trophy rooms around the state
to prove it.
Besides these moves, I had a razor
sharp mind that wouldn't stop. Before
every match I psyched up by imagining
every bone in my body being snapped in
two. If I came out only needing facial
reconstruction, I considered it a victory.
I was also probably the only high
school wrestler in that state to shake
hands with a n opponent before the start
of a match and then suggest that we
both contact our lawyers and settle
whatever differences we have have in a
more civilized manner. I told my little

Italian friend, Mario. that basically I
was a pacifist, and I had dressed in my
Ba r Mitzvah :ouit to show that my desi re
to a void this unnecessa ry confrontation
was genuine. The ref called me a fem
and dropped me to the floor with a cocobutt thaf would have made Bo-Bo
Bra zil proud. The refereee told me that
his daughter was a bigger man than I
was. I agreed, and he gouged out my
eyes with his whistle. I was in a no win
situation.
After seventeen straight losses. suddenly my luck changed. I won a match.
And that one sweet victory was enough
to erase all those sour memories from
my mind. It also brought me a little
closer to my parents. They called me
that night and told me where I could
forward their mail. There was a lot of
static though, and I wasn't sure 1f they
said Lima or China.
My victory is still fresh in my mind. It
was against "Raoul the Ghoul from
Poly-tech High School." (I was s lowly

Raoul the Ghoul from P oly-tech High
School was undefeated in eight years of
high school wrestling. His picture had
been in every sports section and post office in the state.
discovering that Poetry , not wrestling
was my strong suit.> Raoul was undefeated in his eight yea rs of high
school wrestling. He was phenomenal.
His picture had been in every sports
section and post office in the state. and
since the multiple hammer murders of
1968, his name had practically become
a household word.
At the weigh-in , he tipped the scale at
105 pounds. He was seven pounds overweight, and after gnawing off his arm,
he was still a half a pound heavy The
kid was a real competitor. I was
declared winner by default. Defaults,
Schmaltz! It was one of the greatest upsets in modern high school wrestling.

Law in the Raw
My Refund
Screwdriver

Was

a

Afte r hearing a report in the news that the
United States Arm y was paying $400 for $8 hammers, a ta xpayer in New York who owed $2400 in
back taxes sent the federa l government eig ht ha mmers to settle his bill.
Channel 7 Ne ws, March 29, 1984

Nothing Js Black or White
in Politics
Stockton, Cai.-Mark Stebbins, alderman for this
city's largely blac k south side, has been accus ed of
fooli ng voters into belie ving he's blac k.
During the campaign, voters took Stebbins' word
that he was black . But shortly after the election,
Ralph White, whom Stebbins ous ted from office ,
produced birth records lis ting Stebbins' pa rents a s
while . Now a s uccessful petition drive will lead to a
recall election May 8.
Stebbins, 41, has pink s kin, blue eyes a nd r eddish ,
kinky ha ir . He acknowledges that his parents consider themselves white. So do his g randpa r ents,

This has all been a very long and unnecessary story to explain why when I
received a yellow envelope from t he
University of Michigan Athletic De pa rtment in the spring of my senior yea r , I
had a feeling that it wasn't going to be a
Jetter from the Michigan wresUing
coach offering me a full a t hletic
scholarship. But I hadn't ruled out a
partial scholarship. It was one of those
heavy-duty Industrial type of envelopes, and as I frantically looked
around for someone to help me open it, I
couldn't help but wonder how I would
look in a maize and blue uniform with
both of my legs busted a nd blood oozing
out of my ears.
To my surprise however, what I
found in the envelope was an application for l' of :\1 season football
tickets. I had been accepted to the
University of Michigan, and nobody
could say that it was my athletic ability
that got me admitted.
At first College life took some getting

and his five sisters and brothers. "But I'm black,"
he insisted.
Detro it Free Pr es!>, Ap r il 2. 191! I

used to. After all, in high school I was
practically a celebrity. Everywhere I
went in my home town elementary
school childen would chase afler me
shouting "Fish! Fish! Fish!" I could
hardly step out of my house without
some smart a leck second grader
tackling me, pmmng me to the sidewalk
and making me cry Uncle.
In college I was only one small fish in
the sea. As a matter of fact no one in
Ann Arbor even called me " F ish."
They called me, " The Snake." From
sea to land, slowly I was evolving into a
man <and hey, isn't that what college is
See :\10'1RO, page ten

Compiled by Michael Woronoff
brought Pompano Beach and Fort Lauderdale
police together for a cocaine deal.
"The government was simply buying cocaine
from itself and then charging the suspects with the
crime," Judge Stanton Kaplan sa1d.
Wa!>hington P ost. Dec. 1982.

Could You Giftwrap That
Please
Old) But Pertinent
City officials of Henderson, Minn. arc offering gifts for the person who has everything. For S10 the
city will fill a pothole in yo ur name & give you a certificate of appreciation. For $20, they will include a
color photograph of the pothole.
The Wor ld Almanac, 1984

Meeting Undercover
Pompa no Beach, Fla.- The next time Pompano
police decide to go undercover to track down drug
dealers, t hey mig ht wa nt to check with their counter pa rts in F ort La uderdale. The departments
wound up ma king a drug transaction with each
ot her because neither knew of the other's undercover plans.
i\n angry Broward County circui t j udge threw out
cons piracy cha rges against two drug s us pects who

Francis Bacon, as Lord Chancellor of England
was impeached in 1621 for accepting br ibes.
sometimes from both sides to the dispute. His
defense was that he did not let bribes interfere with
his impartial decision in each case.
from ('r·is is at t ht• Rar by Jethro K. Lieberman

Quote of the Week
"Somehow to me all lawyers look alike. It's a s ort
of mix tu re of a scared look and a satis fied look, as if
they were c rossing a traffic-filled street where they
expect to get run over any minute but they know
e xactly the kind of pa per to hand the drive r if they
get killed. "
Rex Stout. Fer-De-Lance 1934.

